New California 100 Innovative Businesses

Selected from an initial group of over 400 nominees, the 2009 New California 100 Innovative Businesses list represents a broad cross-section of the most innovative and economically impactful companies in the state. Endorsed by the California Business, Transportation and Housing Agency, New California 100 companies are recognized here for their important contributions to the state economy.

3Prong Power
Berkeley, CA
www.3prongpower.com

3Prong Power is delivering enhanced Toyota Prius Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEV) conversions for our customers. Their goal is to meet and expand the demand for PHEVs that has been seen nationwide, starting in the Bay Area.

Ahern International Seeds
San Diego, CA
www.ahrenseeds.com

Ahern International Seeds is a private company categorized under Seeds & Bulbs-Wholesale. This company strives to set new standards in the produce industry with improved disease resistance, virus resistance, yields, plant vigor and product appearance. They are an international seed company with years of technical experience, dependable customer service and an extensive line of high quality vegetable seeds.

Airsis, Inc.
San Diego, CA
www.airsis.com

AIRSIS, Inc. is a diversified technology company with a 10 year track record of providing innovative solutions to a wide range of customers. They have three main business lines: internet software development, remote asset management, and maritime solutions. They offer standard products, custom solutions, and engineering support. What links the three businesses is a common mission to apply technology solutions that help organizations perform more effectively.

American Medical Bill Review
Redding, CA
www.ambr.com

AMBR specializes in medical bill review and delivers the most effective medical cost containment services in the marketplace. American Medical Bill Review serves the entire payer spectrum in all 50 states including all lines of the Insurance industry, third party administrators, government agencies, self-insured entities, independent adjusting companies, the legal community and many others.
Apple American Group
Independence, OH
www.appleamerican.com

Apple American Group LLC owns and operates approximately 189 Applebee’s Neighborhood Grill and Bar restaurants in Ohio, Indiana, New Jersey, Delaware, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Washington State, California and Nevada. With $440 million in 2008 sales and directly employing over 11,690 people, Apple American is the largest Applebee’s franchisee, and is one of the 10 largest franchisees of any concept in the world.

Athena Feminine Technologies
Orinda, CA
www.athenaft.com

Athena Feminine Technologies, Inc. is a company dedicated to improving the quality of life of women worldwide by providing products that address female pelvic and reproductive health concerns. Since many of Athena's top executives are women, the company is able to have and constantly pursue a "for women, by women" focus. In addition, all of the women on the Athena Team use the PMT. Athena's primary focus is to give women discreet, affordable, and effective ways to treat disorders caused by weakness in the pelvic floor. This commitment to female inner health has yielded the first of the Company's products, the Athena Pelvic Muscle Trainer™ (PMT).

AvidBiotics
San Francisco, CA
www.avidbiotics.com

AvidBiotics is a biotherapeutics company deploying two proprietary, biotechnology-based platforms for multiple applications in life sciences. With virtual operations commencing in 2005, the company initiated its own lab operations in 2006. Their first application is the development of protein products for the treatment of specific bacterial diseases of humans, with particular emphasis on antibiotic-resistant bacteria.

Bay Micro Systems
San Jose, CA
www.baymicrosystems.com

Bay Microsystems is a leading expert in the field of high-speed communications. The company develops cutting edge network solutions including scalable network architectures, systems, software and highly complex integrated circuits in support of commercial and government initiatives. The company leverages these innovations into products and services that fulfill a wide range of needs within the communications marketplace. Bay's standards-based solutions enable our customers to architect and deploy the most powerful and secure mission critical communications networks in the world.
Baycap, Inc.  
Redondo Beach, CA  
www.baycap.net

Baycap, Inc. is a team of seasoned leasing professionals with over 90 years of combined experience. They have spent the last decade refining the lease process, developing market expertise, and building relationships. Simply put, their purpose is to help businesses grow. Baycap, Inc. provides personalized service that is convenient, reliable, flexible, and innovative. They arrange financing in-house through a private investment company, Baycap, LLC, or through a trusted lending partner. Multiple funding conduits allow Baycap the flexibility to complete the full spectrum of transactions.

Bolthouse Farms  
Bakersfield, CA  
www.bolthouse.com

Bolthouse Farms is one of the country’s largest producers of fresh-cut carrots. Bolthouse offers all things carrot, including fresh and frozen whole carrots, carrot sticks and chips, carrot (and other) chilled juices and smoothies, and those cute little pre-cut and pre-peeled baby carrots for both retail consumers and foodservice industry customers. Its other products include orange juice, passion fruit juice, fruit smoothies, chai tea, and lemonade. The company also makes a line of Bolthouse Farms-branded salad dressings. Bolthouse Farms grows its carrots year-round and ships more than 35,000 tons of Bugs’ favorite every month.

Box.net  
Palo Alto, CA  
www.box.net

Since 2005, co-founders Aaron Levie and Dylan Smith have established Box.net as one of the most popular and trusted web-based services for accessing and sharing content from anywhere. Today, more than 2 million individuals, small businesses, and Fortune 1000 companies around the world use Box to easily connect with the content and people that matter most.

Building Material Distributors  
Galt, CA  
www.bmdusa.com

Established in 1943, Building Material Distributors, Inc. [BMD] is a wholesale distributor of building materials, focusing on the Western United States. BMD supplies quality products to independent lumberyards, regional building material dealers, window and door specialty retailers, hardware retailers and home centers.
California Family Fitness
Orangevale, CA
www.californiafamilyfitness.com

California Family Fitness
California's premier family fitness center, committed to providing members and employees of all ages a fun, friendly environment. They promote a healthy lifestyle through convenient, clean locations, state-of-the-art equipment, programs and activities that provide an exceptional and unique value to the community.

California Vegetable Specialty
Rio Vista, CA
www.endive.com

California Vegetable Specialties is a specialty farming company dedicated to the consistent production of highest-quality California Endive. With growing fields throughout Northern California, the company is headquartered in the historically rich agricultural region of the Sacramento River Delta. They produce white and red endive, as well as several specialty products for chefs.

Cantaloupe Systems
Berkeley, CA
www.cantaloupesys.com

Without physically going to a vending machine, there is no way to know if it is stocked or empty. Cantaloupe systems believes that wireless information is the solution to all of these problems. Their seed system allows you to monitor your machines and address any issues, all from your office.

Chassis Plans
San Diego, CA
www.chassis-plans.com

Chassis Plans is a recognized leader in manufacturing fully configured turn-key industrial rackmount computer systems for the industrial, rugged, and military markets. We domestically manufacture 1U to 6U ATX and Single Board Computer rackmount systems tailored exactly to customer application requirements. We also manufacture a full line of industrial and military rack mount and panel mount LCD display monitors and LCD keyboard drawers.

Chegg
Santa Clara, CA
www.chegg.com

Students on over 6,000 campuses across the country have saved millions of dollars with Chegg and made them #1 in textbook rentals. Chegg offers great prices, free return shipping, over two million titles, and flexible rental periods - all without long lines at the register. You can order books from home or college, have them delivered to your door, and not have to worry about storing or selling them when your class is over.
ChicoBag
Chico, CA
www.chicobag.com

ChicoBag is equipping humanity with tools that will help eliminate the environmental damage caused by single-use paper and plastic bags. They have done this by designing reusable bags that are durable, tasteful and most importantly unforgettable. In 2008, ChicoBag™ introduced trademarked rePETe™ products as part of an evolving effort to reduce our environmental impact. rePETe™ is a term we use to help our customers identify which ChicoBag™ products are made using recycled content. Every product with the rePETe™ logo is manufactured using recycled materials.

Clark-Pacific Corp
West Sacramento, CA
www.clarkpacific.com

Clark Pacific has a solid and proven reputation for building on-time and on-budget without compromising service or quality. High quality service, unparalleled technical expertise, commitment to excellence, and attention to detail are the qualities that have earned Clark Pacific a valued reputation among developers, architects and general contractors.

Clear Capital
Truckee, CA
www.clearcapital.com

Clear Capital delivers a full range of highly accurate and reliable valuation products, including Appraisals, Broker Price Opinions (BPOs), Property Condition Inspections and Value Reconciliations and the new Home Data Index. Since the company was founded, clients have turned to Clear Capital for qualitative valuation solutions and long-term business relationships they can trust. And we provide the clear data and transparent methodologies upon which the ultimate success of your organization rests.

Connected Information Systems
Roseville, CA
www.connected.info

ConnectEd.info is designed to keep teachers, students, and parents in sync. Web 2.0 tools such as blogs and wikis provide an environment for safe, collaborative learning. Advanced calendar tools make it easy for parents to keep track of their children’s busy schedules. ConnectEd.info is also designed to reduce overhead for a school’s administrative and IT staff. By leveraging near-real-time access to your student information system, ConnectEd.info seamlessly integrates with and connects your school community without the need for duplicate data entry.
CPO Commerce partners with leading manufacturers of brand name consumer products to establish, develop and operate online outlet stores for new, closeout, discontinued, excess and refurbished products. CPO’s branding and merchandising strategies enable manufacturers to generate improved return on assets while preserving brand and pricing integrity in the market.

Customer Link Systems
Roseville, CA
www.customerlink.com

The CustomerLink Customer Relationship Management (CRM) system reminds vehicle owners of future service intervals, provides coupons, surveys, or thank you letters on behalf of your shop. This communication allows you to greatly increase your car count, retain your customer base, and generate greater profits without having to invest your time and effort.

CVAC Systems
Temecula, CA
www.cvacsystems.com

CVAC Systems, Inc. has produced several prototypes of unique global patent-pending technology for use in research and fitness application pilot projects. To date, four formal scientific review boards have determined that the Cyclic Variations in Altitude Conditioning™ technology poses no significant risk. CVAC Systems, Inc.’s primary focus is researching the potential of the CVAC process in insulin resistance, metabolic syndrome and diabetes.

Dash Navigation
Sunnyvale, CA
www.dash.net

Dash Express has the smartest, most advanced traffic solution available—the innovative Dash Driver Network. Combined with comprehensive historical and sensor-based traffic information, the Dash Driver Network provides Dash users with the most detailed, accurate and current traffic picture available today.

Decipher
Fresno, CA
www.decipherinc.com

A marketing research services provider, Decipher specializes in online survey programming, data collection, data processing/reporting and custom technology development. Utilizing Web-based applications, Decipher integrates state of the art technology with traditional research techniques. Decipher’s survey tools and data reporting suite provide users with the ability to automate post field production, significantly increasing the accuracy and quality of research reporting.
DigitalPath
Chico, CA
www.digitalpath.com

DigitalPath, Inc provides high-speed broadband phone and Internet to over 25 Northern California communities with blazing fast speed. DigitalPath, Inc is an industry leader for wireless Broadband. They provide products for the WISP, Municipal and Rural markets.

Dogswell
Los Angeles, Ca
www.dogswell.com

All Dogswell products are made from premium, natural ingredients with one catch – unlike most food available for pets, Dogswell products come in a variety of functional formulas that are healthy for your dog and cat. All products are made from natural meat and poultry with absolutely no added hormones, processed gluten, and no artificial colors, flavors, or preservatives. Products are free of wheat, corn, soy, and flour. By using the best natural healthy ingredients combined with functionality, Dogswell provides pure nutrition with natural benefits.

DPS Telecom
Fresno, CA
www.dpstele.com

DPS Telecom was founded by engineers to meet the needs of engineers and technical managers who implement network alarm management systems in enterprise networks. The company is built on an engineering philosophy of rapid, customized design of perfect fit solutions built to your exact specifications.

dreamGEAR
Torrance, CA
www.dreamgear.net

dreamGEAR/iSound is one of the fastest growing video game and iPod/MP3 accessory companies in the United States, as well as a leading provider of premium portable speakers under its i.Sound brand. Fueled by a passion for innovation and a desire to meet the needs of its valued customers, dreamGEAR/iSound offers high-quality, affordable accessories across all video game platforms. The management team behind dreamGEAR/iSound brings together over 50 years of entertainment and gaming technology experience, and is dedicated to ensuring that the brand continues to provide innovative products, superior customer service, speedy delivery and highly competitive pricing.

Efficient Lighting Company
Gardena, CA
www.efficientlightingco.com

Efficient Lighting is a manufacturer of energy efficient lighting products. With over 20 years of combined experience in the lighting industry, they aim to provide quality products at affordable prices. Efficient Lighting is one of the largest providers for EnergyStar qualified fixtures.
Elite Merchant Solutions
Los Angeles, CA
www.elitedatacorp.com

Elite Merchant Solutions is a company founded on the principles of honesty, integrity and reliability. Since their inception, Elite Merchant Solutions has experienced an industry low merchant attrition rate directly attributed to their dedication to providing the lowest rates and fees along with unparalleled customer service.

Enalasys Corporation
Calexico, CA
www.enalasys.com

Enalasys is working to be the trusted leader as a Verification Service Provider (VSP). In order to accomplish this, Enalasys provides intelligent diagnostic verification software and total data gathering solutions that manage and maximize indoor-air comfort, energy efficiency and demand/supply side power usage and resource allocation.

Entertainment Earth
North Hollywood, CA
www.entertainmentearth.com

Entertainment Earth is an online store for collectors, selling bobbleheads, action figures, toys, and gifts. They are on the leading edge of the industry and at the very forefront of fandom and continue to satisfy customers with a satisfying experience and the best, newest, and most unique products.

FashionGo.net
Los Angeles, CA
www.fashiongo.net

Today's fashion industry demands faster turn-around coupled with global marketing, making online marketing a vital key to successful business growth. Store-based businesses often face inefficiency and stagnant growth. FashionGo.net was developed to help businesses overcome these challenges easily and efficiently. FashionGo.net is a membership-based one-stop shopping mall, where members can sell or buy a variety of merchandise concerning the fashion industry. By using FashionGo.net, retailers can purchase merchandise at the best prices by comparing vendor’s prices.

Fifth Sun
Chico, CA
www.5sun.com

The Fifth Sun design process starts with the customer in mind and ends when the garment is sampled and has the right look and feel. They use artistic diversity and creativity. Not all stores have the same type of customer, so art and execution must reflect that. Their distribution system consists of a shelf stock program for over 3500 independent stores and most national retailers. Through the use of a comprehensive Sales Rep program centered around New World Sales, they are able to introduce new products with incredible efficiency and with widespread distribution.
Forever 21
Los Angeles, CA
www.forever21.com

Celebrated by many style conscious and trend-savvy shoppers, Forever 21 has quickly become the source for the most current fashions at the greatest value. Forever 21 is growing quickly, featuring new and exciting store environments, a constant flow of fun and creative clothing designs and the accessories to make your look come together at the right price. A phenomenon in the fashion world, Forever 21 provides shoppers with an unprecedented selection of today's fashions, always changing and always in style.

Freepath
Folsom, CA
www.freepath.com

Freepath is a playlist application that helps you mix and play your rich media assets such as video, photos and music together with your traditional desktop files like PowerPoint, PDFs and Word without having to convert files, embed links or import files. Think of Freepath as an iTunes-like playlist where you can organize, arrange and play all your stuff. And with Freepath, your playlist opens up to more than just music tracks and movie clips — you can also include Microsoft Office documents, Adobe Flash, PDFs, Quicktime Movies, YouTube videos, live websites and much more.

FusionStorm
San Francisco, CA
www.fusionstorm.com

FusionStorm is an award-winning, national provider of Technology Solutions for enterprises of all sizes. They combine best-of-breed products from leading vendors with a full suite of Professional and Managed Services to help you save money and grow your businesses.

Glysen's
San Diego, CA
www.glysens.com

GlySens Incorporated is a privately held corporation that is committed to developing a long term glucose sensor system to continuously monitor glucose levels and enhance the care and treatment of diabetes. The GlySens approach employs a long term, fully implanted sensor that is unobtrusive and functions automatically and continuously, transmitting its signal to an external monitor. The system is intended to provide a significantly improved lifestyle for people living with diabetes.

Greenline Industries
Larkspur, CA
www.greenlineindustries.com

Greenline Industries was formed in 2005 as a provider of biodiesel production technology driven by the success of the founders' biodiesel production company, Bio-Energy Systems LLC. Greenline is based in northern California and has offices in Germany, Romania, India, Argentina and China.
Since 1992, Groupware Technology has specialized in the design, procurement, testing, and integration of leading IT solutions. Supported by a relentless dedication to service, they are technology experts focused on solving strategic business problems and providing insight and leadership to our customers and the industry. Groupware is experienced and certified in a broad range of key, growing technologies from world leading manufacturers. This expertise is supported by significant internal resources solely devoted to the understanding, delivery, and performance of innovative solutions.

Established by sports enthusiasts for sports enthusiasts, H2O Audio is the leading provider of high-performance waterproof sport headphones and waterproof accessories for active people everywhere. The combination of an innovative idea, a clear niche in the marketplace, and an unwavering vision launched H2O Audio in 2003. The company has quickly grown into a global lifestyle brand that delivers premium waterproof solutions for swimming, cycling, running, surfing, diving and all other activities that reflect the H2O Audio mission: Your Sport, Your Music.

Hall Ryan Laboratories Inc. is a research & development company specializing in portable biosensors for industrial and sports safety. The company has adapted proprietary medical technology (typically used to monitor patients) for use in industrial, military, police, and fire safety applications.

iSpace is a global services company focused on outsourcing, consulting and staffing. Over the last decade, they have helped numerous corporations and institutions reach their business objectives and IT goals. Their services are centered in three areas - IT Solutions, IT Staff Augmentation, and Business Process Outsourcing.

For less than ¼ the price of, and equal or greater results than the most expensive and effective Type I, II, or III sequential & gradient compression systems, the Lymphfaux sleeve can promise and deliver results with no health risk, no discomfort, no confinement, and no unsightly appearance. Simply apply the thin, light, unobtrusive device, inflate; and the patented (pend.) closed-loop system will self-generate gentle, massaging waveforms that relieve pain and eliminate extremity waste for as long as you like.
JiWire
San Francisco, CA
www.jiwire.com

JiWire is the leading mobile audience media company, leveraging Wi-Fi to deliver ads to elusive and affluent audiences with outstanding measurable results. Serving 15 million unique users per month at 25,000 high-traffic, premium Wi-Fi hotspots, their channel taps into an audience of elusive business travelers, affluent families and trendsetters—all within an online environment that promotes high receptivity and response.

Klean Kanteen
Chico, CA
www.kleankanteen.com

In 2004 Klean Kanteen™ introduced the first personal hydration bottle made from stainless steel to give health and environmentally conscious people an alternative to plastic. They have yet to see another bottle company, stainless or otherwise, that makes a product comparable to their high quality, handcrafted bottles or that commits to strong environmental and labor standards.

Lucero Olive Oil
Corning, CA
www.lucerooliveoil.com

Lucero Olive Oil is the Premier Producer of California Gourmet Olive Oils that meet the highest standards of taste, quality, and nutritional value for your enjoyment and lifelong health.

Lundberg Family Farms
Richvale, CA
www.lundberg.com

Since 1937, the Lundberg family has been growing healthy, great tasting rice while respecting and sustaining the earth. Today, the third generation carries on the family heritage by using eco-positive farming methods that produce wholesome, healthful rice, rice cakes, rice chips and risottos while improving and protecting the environment for generations to come.
Mary's Gone Crackers
Gridley, CA
www.marysgonecrackers.com

Mary's Gone Crackers, Inc. is committed to manufacturing the best tasting wheat-free and gluten-free baked goods using the highest quality, organically grown ingredients. Mary developed the recipes for her delicious gluten-free products beginning in 1994 when both she and her son were discovered to have a gluten intolerance.

Metal Works
Oroville, CA
www.mtlwks.com

Metal Works is a multi-faceted steel fabrication, erection and sales operation serving the Western United States. They supply everything from frames and graters to large commercial structures to the miscellaneous items like stairs and railings that go along with major construction projects. They specialize in customized fabrication and erection. Each new building, each project component is different. With every new job, Metal Works finds a new opportunity to excel.

MindTouch
San Diego, CA
www.mindtouch.com

MindTouch is changing the way the businesses share information, consume content, and collaborate. As the world’s most sophisticated collaboration platform, MindTouch connects teams, enterprise systems, Web services and Web 2.0 applications with IT governance – enabling users to easily access, publish and organize data and systems efficiently to achieve their business objectives.

Mint.com
Mountain View, CA
www.mint.com

Mint is fresh, intelligent online money management. Not only is Mint free, it saves you money. With Mint, you can achieve better online financial management in less than five minutes. After that, revolutionary, patent–pending Mint money management software does the rest, with virtually no more work required. It automatically pulls together your bank, credit union and credit card data, and provides up–to–date and amazingly accurate views of your financial life - from the big picture to specific details, in a friendly and intuitive way.
Mission Playground
Petaluma, CA
www.missionplayground.com

Mission Playground is a conscious, eco-friendly lifestyle clothing company for men, women and children with an objective to raise awareness for the environment. The earth is our playground; our mission is to preserve it. This philosophy underlies their operations, from design to production to distribution. Through progressive design, globally mindful art and production practices, they are mindful of the impact they make and want to share that with you. This means using sustainable materials whenever and wherever possible.

Moby Wraps
Chico, CA
www.mobywrap.com

The design of the Moby™ Wrap uses your entire back, as well as your shoulders, to carry the weight of your baby. Unlike other carriers, which have narrow straps or go across one shoulder, the Moby™ Wrap is a wide piece of fabric that is wrapped over both shoulders. It is amazingly comfortable and easy to wear. There are no buckles, snaps or other fasteners. It is easy to adjust the fit of your Moby™ Wrap by varying how tightly you wrap yourself and your baby.

Montbleau & Associates, Inc.
San Diego, CA
www.montbleau.com

Montbleau & Associates, Inc. is a professional team of approximately 120 craftsmen, project managers and engineers established by Ron Montbleau in 1979. This team is experienced and skilled in manufacturing architectural woodwork, corporate furniture, and case work for large hospitality and commercial projects we work together with clients, project architects, & interior designers to achieve design intent while bringing the best value to our clients.

Neo Photonics
San Jose, CA
www.neophotonics.com

NeoPhotonics Corporation is a leading developer and vertically integrated manufacturer of photonic integrated circuit (PIC) based components, modules and subsystems for use in telecommunications networks. The Company’s products include active semiconductor, passive PLC and MEMS multi-dimensional switching functions in a single product. This integration is enabled by nanomaterials and nanoscale design and fabrication technologies.
Nergyos
Sunnyvale, CA
www.nergyos.com

NergyOS was created to address businesses’ complex energy needs by using the resources and efficiencies inherent in information technology. NergyOS allows customers to decide how to use their electricity more effectively, providing control and visibility of electric consumption down to the circuit and appliance levels, identifying factors that impact final energy cost, helping experts give their customers the ability to make smart energy purchasing decisions and further explore how they can reduce their environmental impact through gained efficiencies and the addition of renewable sources.

Network Digicality
Coronado, CA
www.digicality.com

Newtwork Digicality is the developer and solution-provider of FacilitiesLink, the most effective Management Information System technology available today for large-scale facilities managers and institutions.

Newegg.com
Whittier, CA
www.newegg.com

Newegg.com Inc. is a leading e-commerce company committed to becoming the most loved and trusted marketplace on the web by offering you an unsurpassed shopping experience, rapid delivery, and stellar customer service. They offer nearly 40,000 products in stock and useful tools (detailed specs, how-to’s, customer reviews and photo galleries) to help you make informed buying decisions, which has earned us the loyalty of tech-enthusiasts and novice e-shoppers alike.

NovaBay Pharmaceuticals
Emeryville, CA
www.novabaypharma.com

NovaBay® is focused on developing innovative product candidates targeting the treatment or prevention of a wide range of infections in hospital and community environments. Many of these infections have become increasingly difficult to treat because of the rapid increase in infectious microbes that have become resistant to current drugs. *In vitro and in vivo* tests have demonstrated that their compounds kill a wide range of bacteria, viruses and other infection causing microbes, including those that are resistant to multiple antibiotics.

Nugget Markets
Woodland, CA
www.nuggetmarket.com

Nugget Markets is a family owned, upscale supermarket chain operating within the greater Sacramento metropolitan area.
Leveraging experts across many different fields, Orion Data Analysis Corporation has developed a patent pending, proprietary data analysis and simulation engine. ODAC uses the engine to run a number of different web sites like Accuscore.com and StatShark.com. These sites focus specifically on Sports and construct mathematical equations comprising more than 100 different variables for every player, coach and team, generating the full range of possible results and the precise odds and probabilities for every statistic, every player, and every game. ODAC uses the content generated from the simulations to develop unique content offerings that add value to the individual competition as well as deliver high end sponsorship opportunities for main stream media companies.

The Office Games
San Diego, CA
www.theofficegames.com

The Office Games is a comprehensive, digital media experience delivering the latest business applications and gaming solutions in a sophisticated high-tech environment. Designed for people on the go, who want to check email, print a document or find discount coupons for nearby stores while out of the home or office, or for the game enthusiasts with a desire to play the latest PC and XBOX 360 games, The Office Games offers state-of-the-art services coupled with modern convenience.

Paramount Equity Mortgage
Roseville, CA
www.paramountequity.com

By bringing a new level of competitive pricing, speed of transaction, and ethical education to their customers, Paramount Equity Mortgage has served the unique needs of tens of thousands of customers in California, Oregon, Washington, Utah, Arizona, and Virginia. They have expanded their offerings to include saving people money on their home, auto, and life insurance with Paramount Equity Insurance Services.

PedAlign
San Diego, CA
www.pedalign.com

PedAlign was founded out of the increasing need to simplify the orthotics ordering and management procedures at the Podiatrist office. From the beginning their mission has been clear: Increase revenues and productivity of podiatrists by leveraging technology to prescribe and manage the highest quality custom orthotics. PedAlign has a technology product that is like no other in the market.
Pelican Products manufactures flashlights and watertight equipment cases. It offers micro, transport, laptop, weapons, top loader, carry on, cube, and original equipment manufacturers customs cases, as well as case calculator. The company’s lighting equipment includes helmet and remote area lighting system, photo luminescent, light kits, and emergency lighting system. It also offers protector cases and lighting for military and government.

Plastic Jungle’s mission is to help consumers unlock the billions of dollars of gift cards that are never used – for their own benefit and for the benefit of the causes they care for most – and to help retailers engage with their best customers in new, more powerful ways by fully tapping the value of their prepaid gift cards. As the premier destination to sell, buy, exchange, and donate gift cards in a trusted environment, Plastic Jungle offers the simplest and safest way to save money at your favorite stores and turn unwanted gift cards into cash. All transactions are guaranteed, and they offer industry-leading features such as gift card replacement protection in case they are lost or damaged.

Puroast Low Acid coffee is the leader of a new category, low acid coffee, that has a $4 billion US and global market potential. Puroast Low Acid Coffee is a gourmet, low acid coffee selling into the premium-priced coffee category. It has less than 50% of the acid when compared to all other commercial brands, yet has won taste tests in comparisons with other coffees.

In everything they do— from introducing new prepared food to introducing a new store location— their customers come first. As a company, they are dedicated to make grocery and food shopping experiences the best it can be— through friendly service, delicious meal ideas and everyday living.
Ram Mechanical, Inc is an engineering firm with expertise ranging from the design and build of custom automation systems, to process manufacturing. Their experience and development in all facets of these products has given them a vast array of knowledge, from the line mechanic’s maintenance concerns to the executive’s focus on increasing profits while decreasing production costs. This has been a driving force for Ram Mechanical to provide innovation and technology to all of their clients. This desire facilitated a solid partnership with FANUC Robotics of North America, the world’s leader in manufacturing industrial robotics.

Ramos Oil Co.
West Sacramento, CA
www.ramosoil.com

Ramos Oil Co. distributes virtually every major petroleum brand available in California and Nevada -- Shell, Chevron, Unocal, ARCO, Texaco, Mobil, Tosco, Valero, Beacon and B.P. Few petroleum jobbers offer such a wide range of fuel, chemicals, lubricants, equipment, etc.

Revionics
Granite Bay, CA
www.revionics.com

Revionics is a leading provider of lifecycle price optimization, including base price, promotion, TPR, and markdown optimization technology for fast-moving consumer-goods retailers. The Revionics Advanced Pricing System (RAPS) generates increased sales and profits through sophisticated consumer-demand intelligence and proprietary retail-pricing science. The RAPS service includes weekly price remodeling, as well as scenario planning, forecasting, and category analytics.

Rhevision Technologies, Inc.
San Diego, CA
www.rhevision.com

Rhevision Technology, Inc., founded in 2006, is a premier optical technology company located in San Diego, California. Rhevision invented and has developed the most advanced liquid lens based Miniature Tunable Camera Lenses (MTCL’s). Their products include both fixed and >3x optical zoom and auto-focus lens systems targeting multiple billion dollar high-growth markets such as hand held devices, camera phones, security devices and video conferencing.

Roplast Industries
Oroville, CA
www.roplast.com

Founded in 1990, Roplast Industries manufactures custom polyethylene-based films and bags for retail, grocery, food packaging, and industrial markets. Their company’s has a fully integrated 130,000 square foot manufacturing and corporate office facility.
Safe Path Products
Chico, CA
www.safepathproducts.com

SafePath™ Products specialize in the manufacturing of innovative products made from 100% recycled materials for transition modification. A leader in the “green” movement, SafePath™ Products introduced the first recycled rubber ramp for Americans with Disabilities Act (1990) code compliance in 1997. Since that time, SafePath™ Products has designed and produced a variety of sustainable building products.

Shasta Crystals
Anderson, CA
www.shastacrystals.com

Shasta Crystals is an early stage advanced materials company that makes nonlinear optical crystals to enable laser-based displays for miniature projectors in laptops and cell phones in order to project images from the device directly onto the wall. They have acquired their first custom made machine and produced a variety of samples to be tested at customers’ sites.

Sierra Nevada Cheese Company
Willows, CA
www.sierranevadacheese.com

Sierra Nevada Cheese Company handcrafts exquisite natural and organic dairy products, proudly using only local Northern California milk guaranteed by our farmers to be free from added hormones and antibiotics. They use no gums, artificial ingredients, or animal rennet.

Sierra Pacific Packaging Company
Oroville, CA
www.sppkg.com

Sierra Pacific Packaging is a rapidly growing folding carton, beverage carrier and single-face corrugated box manufacturer. They serve hundreds of packaged goods manufacturers throughout North America.

Slakey Brothers
Elk Grove, CA
www.slakey.com

Established in 1939, Slakey Brothers has grown from a small family-owned company to an employee-owned corporation with 31 branches. Specializing in the sale of plumbing, heating and air conditioning equipment and parts, Slakey Brothers services California, Western Nevada, Oregon and Washington.
SmartDraw is tool for drawing 2D diagrams using very easy drag-&-drop methods. It has a considerable amount of ‘smart’ behavior built into its drawing elements, which greatly speeds up the drawing work and provides great versatility. SmartDraw embodies the latest concepts of 2D drawing for a wide variety of fields of application.

SmartMotion Technology
Santa Rosa, CA
www.smartmotiontechnology.com

Their innovative seating, monitor arms, keyboard supports and other ergonomic solutions are designed to improve the health, efficiency and quality of work life (and play) by allowing unrestricted natural human motion. SmartMotion is the first and only company in the world to solve the problem that had been preventing the design of products that truly counterbalance natural human motion. Now, people in chairs can move with the same lumbo-pelvic rhythm they experience when walking, swimming or dancing.

Solution Set
Palo Alto, CA
www.solutionset.com

SolutionSet combines user-centered creative and leading-edge technology to deliver the next new thinking in web solutions. They create award-winning brand identity and design, rich internet applications, robust community and social networking platforms, and proven online marketing campaigns for clients ranging from Autodesk and eBay to Stanford University and TiVo.

Source Signal Imaging
San Diego, CA
www.sourcesignal.com

Source Signal Imaging are the developers of EMSE Suite. EMSE Suite is a Windows-based software toolkit for 4D multimodal functional brain imaging, including analysis, source estimation, image processing, and visualization. MEG/EEG and MRI/fMRI datasets from many vendors and standard formats may be combined to obtain results not available from independent analyses of the separate modalities. First introduced in 1996, and now used by clinicians and researchers worldwide, EMSE Suite has a modular architecture, rich feature set and relatively low cost.

Synapsense
Folsom, CA
www.synapsense.com

SynapSense Corporation provides complete wireless instrumentation solutions that offer energy efficiency and carbon footprint reduction for the world’s leading data centers and enterprises. The SynapSense Solution is comprised of a complete hardware and software set that enables a robust sensor net platform and extensive customer applications. It provides data center operators up granular visibility and monitoring, and real-time data, which can enable energy savings of up to 20%. It provides new data intelligence, triangulation and tools to monitor and react to actual data center conditions.
Taylor Farms
Salinas, CA
www.taylorfarms.com

For three generations the Taylor Family has delivered the finest quality fresh salads and vegetables. Their family is passionate about offering a collection of healthy, great tasting fresh salads, packed with nutrients and preservative free. All their products are harvested at their peak of freshness and are thoroughly washed and ready to use. Their family is committed to using responsible sustainable agriculture practices for everything they grow.

Tempo Payments
San Mateo, CA
www.tempo.com

Tempo is an entrepreneurial technology company focused on payments innovation. The company specializes in decoupled debit enablement.

Ternion Bio Industries
San Jose, CA
www.ternionbio.com

Ternion Bio Industries makes Photo Bioreactors that provide a controlled, scalable environment in which harmful emissions, notably carbon dioxide, are used to “feed” any strain of algae, producing high-quality raw material for beneficial algae-based products. As a result, Ternion Bio helps emitters of carbon dioxide, such as power plants and petroleum refineries, more easily and cost-effectively meet tightening requirements for sequestering greenhouse gases.

Travidia, Inc.
Chico, CA
www.travidia.com

Travidia Inc. was founded in 2000 and is a leading provider of web marketing and advertising services for top newspaper companies and retail advertisers. They use the most comprehensive and sophisticated marketing technology and tools to create innovative revenue opportunities by combining ROP, special sections, classifieds, pre-prints and enhanced white-label directory solutions into one online venue. Travidia now serves well over 400 media sites.

Trigger
Los Angeles, CA
www.triggerla.com

A digital marketing agency that designs websites and games to market big Hollywood movies on the Internet and through mobile phones and other devices. The Los Angeles company employs 60 developers and 3-D artists, including 40 who work at a studio in Shanghai. The company’s clients include Sony Pictures, Walt Disney Co., Cartoon Network and Paramount Pictures.
ViewSonic
Walnut, CA
www.viewsonic.com

ViewSonic is a worldwide leader in visual display products for today's business, consumer electronics, education and professional markets. The company offers a complete line of innovative LCD and CRT desktop displays, digital televisions, projectors and visual devices that are all designed to make the customer's visual experience easier and more enjoyable. ViewSonic remains a leading monitor brand in the United States.

Visionary Integration Professionals (VIP Consulting)
Folsom, CA
www.vipconsulting.com

VIP is a global information technology solutions provider. They thrive in environments where they can achieve breakthrough results for clients. In fact, VIP has been helping clients in the public and private sectors challenge the boundaries of technology and business processes for over 13 years. In every engagement, VIP carefully evaluates and uncovers new possibilities to achieve measurable results. VIP offers customized solutions, proven comprehensive and efficient delivery methodologies and expert consultants with experience, resourcefulness and the commitment to delivering the quality you need.

VitalWear
San Francisco, CA
www.vitalwear.com

VitalWear is building upon the success of its unique technology to further expand its family of low-cost, highly reimbursable durable medical devices in the orthopedic therapy and home health care markets.

Vizio
Irvine, CA
www.vizio.com

VIZIO’s revolutionizing how we watch, listen and live! Based on the belief that everyone is entitled to the latest technology, VIZIO’s redefining high definition by finding a better way and making it for everyone, using greener methods! What started in 2002 as a small company consisting of three people has quickly grown into a company of more than 160 employees, two American based offices and earned the #1 position in LCD shipments in North America in Q1 of 2009 and the #1 position in LCD HDTV shipments in the US as of Q2 of 2009.

Volusion
Simi Valley, CA
www.volusion.com

Ecommerce is Volusion’s core business. They listen to their clients, and with a dedicated team, turn their requests and our own relentless innovations into the industry’s leading all in one ecommerce solution.
WDC Wells & Exploration
Woodland, CA
www.wdcexploration.com

WDC Exploration & Wells provides a very broad experience base with almost every available drilling and well installation technology. Their employees take pride in their expertise and work diligently to uphold or surpass our client’s needs and expectations as well as County, State and Federal regulations.

WiFi Rail
Gold River, CA
www.wifirail.com

WiFi Rail makes it simple to stay connected while you travel on commuter rails. Easy to log on, easy to work, surf or play as you take advantage of commuter transportation. Their unique high-speed broadband wireless access system provides continuous connection to the internet - even through tunnels. No dropped links. No mis-sent files. Everything from simply checking your email to logging on to your corporate VPN. Streaming video? No problem. Digital radio? Enjoy the latest downstream tunes. All at blazing speeds. Your laptop, your handheld PDA, even your iPhone or other IP phone will keep you connected to your important network with WiFi Rail.